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EFFECT OF RESONANT MAGNETIC PERTURBATIONS
ON COMPASS-C TOKAMAK DISCHARGES
T.C. HENDER, R. FITZPATRICK, A.W. MORRIS, P.G. CAROLAN, R.D. DURST*,
T. EDLINGTON, J. FERREIRA, S.J. FIELDING, P.S. HAYNES, J. HUGILL,
I.J. JENKINS, R.J. La HAYE**, B.J. PARHAM, D.C. ROBINSON, T.N. TODD,
M. VALOVIC, G. VAYAKIS
AEA Fusion, Culham Laboratory,
UKAEA-Euratom Fusion Association,
Abingdon, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT. Experimental results from the COMPASS-C tokamak reveal a sharp threshold in amplitude above
which externally applied static resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) induce stationary magnetic islands. Such
islands (in particular, m = 2, n = 1 islands) give rise to a significant degradation in energy and particle confinement,
suppression of the sawtooth oscillation and a large change in the impurity ion toroidal velocity. The observed threshold
for inducing stationary ( 2 , l ) islands is consistent with a phenomenological resistive MHD model which takes into
account plasma rotation (including poloidal flow damping) and externally applied resonant fields. Broadly similar
results are found for applied fields other than m = 2, n = 1. Other results from RMP experiments are also discussed,
such as the stabilization of rotating MHD activity, stimulated disruptions and extensions to the disruptive density limit.
Finally, the likely effect of field errors on large tokamaks is briefly examined in the light of the COMPASS-C results.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the past, several tokamak experiments have used
coils external to the plasma to produce static resonant
magnetic perturbations (RMPs). The aim of this type
of experiment is generally to control and influence
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) instabilities, in particular those with a poloidal mode number m = 2 and
a toroidal mode number n = 1, which usually precede
major disruptions. In the PULSATOR tokamak, application of a ramped (2,l) RMP field was found initially
to stabilize rotating MHD activity, but at higher applied
fields disruptions were stimulated [11. For discharges
close to the density limit, results from the TOSCA
tokamak indicated a modest improvement (about 15 %)
in the density limit due to the application of a (2,l)
RMP field [2]. In the TOKOLOSHE tokamak, application of large helical fields resulted in locking of preexisting rotating modes, leading eventually to disruption
of the plasma [3]. In this paper, we present results
from the COMPASS-C [4,51 tokamak which further
clarify the effect of RMP fields. We then interpret
these seemingly diverse experimental observations in
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terms of a phenomenological resistive MHD model
which takes into account external perturbations and
plasma rotation (including poloidal flow damping).

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

2.1. Introduction
The results presented here were obtained during the
first phase of the COMPASS experiment (COMPASS-C).
During this phase, a thin circular vacuum vessel of
relatively low aspect ratio was employed (major radius
R = 0.557 m, minor radius of limiter a = 0.2 m,
plasma current I, I 200 kA,toroidal field strength
B, I 1.75 T, a 0.7 mm bellows section stainless steel
vessel of minor radius rw = 0.22 m with a theoretical
. graphite poloidal
vessel time constant T,=, I. 6 0 ~ s ) A
ring limiter was used, and midway through the experiments presented in this paper a boron-carbon layer
was applied by boronization to the inside of the
vacuum vessel [6].
In the following, we employ the convention that a
( + m ,n) perturbation (where m and n are positive
integers) has a helical pitch in the same sense as that
of the equilibrium magnetic field, and a (-m,n) perturbation has a pitch in the opposite sense. A ( + m ,n)
209 1
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perturbation is 'resonant', provided that a flux surface
with a safety factor qs = m/n lies within the plasma.
Otherwise, it is 'non-resonant', as are all ( - m , n ) perturbations. In describing the various RMP configurations, the Fourier analysis is based on a 'geometric'
(i.e. not corrected for the variation of field line pitch
around flux surfaces) poloidal angle measured with
respect to the centre of the vacuum vessel.

2.2. Description of RMP saddle coils
COMPASS-C was equipped with a large number
of saddle coils which were installed outside the
vacuum vessel at a radius rc = 0.278 m (centred on
R = 0.576 m) and could be connected together to give
a wide variety of different RMP fields (see Fig. 1).
These saddle coils consisted of ten toroidally directed
bars with an angular extent of 70" in each quadrant,
with poloidal links which could be changed between
discharges, and were powered by two independent
waveform controlled amplifiers. Saddle coils in two
toroidally opposite quadrants could be configured to
give a predominantly n = 1 field with the fm components of equal magnitude. Henceforth, we shall refer
to such a configuration as a 'non-helical' configuration.
Alternatively, coils in all four quadrants could be used
to give a 'helical' configuration, in which either the
+m or the -m components were dominant.
In this paper we mainly concentrate on COMPASS-C
RMP configurations for which the (2,l) harmonic was

FIG. 1. View of COMPASS-C, showing the RMP configuration.
The l e j hand quadrant shows the toroidal bars and connections
from the torus (to patch boards above and below the machine,
allowing the connections of the toroidal bars to be varied). The
right hand quadrant shows a conceptual view of the paths of the
RMP bars.
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dominant, and the poloidal sidebands, m = 1 and 3,
were minimized (typically, br(3,1,lbr(2,1)
br,,, 1 )/br(2,1)
5 0.1 in vacuum, for r
a , where b, is the perturbed radial field strength). Although the exact harmonic mix varied, all helical (2,l)RMP configurations
referred to in this paper gave br(2,1) 14 G at r = a
when the RMP coil current (Z,) was 1 kA. Some
results for configurations with dominant harmonics
other than (2,l) will also be discussed. One configuration used in COMPASS-C (the so-called
'crescent' configuration) was designed to mimic a
horizontal displacement of a poloidal field coil, and so
had the broad Fourier spectrum characteristic of an
error field VI ( b r ( 3 , 1 ) / b r ~ , l ) b r ( 1 , 1 j b r ( 2 , 1 ) 0.9 in
vacuum, at r = a ) . Mimicking of a horizontal displacement was achieved by using a toroidally directed
RMP bar situated close to a poloidal field coil in order
to effectively null out part of its current and then
energizing a bar situated in the same quadrant, but
slightly Eurther away from the field coil, with equal and
opposite current. Bars were configured in a similar
manner in two adjacent quadrants, and in the opposite
manner in the two remaining quadrants, to give a
dominant n = 1 field.

-

-

-

2.3. Description of magnetic diagnostics
Within the vacuum vessel at a radius r, = 0.21 m
there were 20 equally poloidally spaced pickup coil
packages, at each of three toroidal locations (4 = 0",
67.5",180"). Each package contained a radial (br),
poloidal (bo)and toroidal (b,) field pickup coil. In
order to ensure that the effects of the applied RMP
fields were not masked by error fields, great care was
taken in COMPASS-C to minimize field errors during
assembly. This was achieved with the aid of 16 high
sensitivity coil packages measuring the horizontal (b,)
and vertical (b,) fields (centred at R = 1.1 m and
2 = -0.16 m). The poloidal field coils were shifted,
tilted, and their ellipticity adjusted in situ, in order to
minimize the field errors relative to the toroidal field
coil axis, with the result that total error fields below
0.5 G for n = 1 (<5 X
B,) were achieved [8].
Subsequent to assembly, the b, elements of these high
sensitivity coil packages were used to detect stationary
magnetic islands. We shall refer to these as the 'small'
locked mode detectors. Four large saddle loops,
straddling the outboard midplane (at r = 0.296m,
with poloidal extent 33" and toroidal extent 57"), were
also used to detect stationary islands. We shall refer to
these as the 'large' locked mode detectors.
NUCLEAR FUSION, Vo1.32, No.12 (1992)
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It can be seen that the ‘plasma’ locked mode signal
indicates the sudden growth of a large stationary mode
at t
128 ms (marked (a) in Fig. 2). We shall refer
to this event as ‘mode penetration’. We always observe
a significant confinement degradation associated with
mode penetration of (2,l) RMPs, as well as complete
suppression of the sawtooth oscillation, and a large
change in the impurity ion toroidal velocity. Another
effect invariably associated with penetration is an
increase in the volume averaged plasma resistivity
signalled by a moderate (about 50%) increase in the
loop voltage and a small (about 2%) drop in the feedback controlled plasma current (I,). Mode penetration
has only been observed in COMPASS-C when the
applied perturbation is ‘resonant’.
As the RMP field is switched off, a large mode
can be seen to ‘spin up’ on the m = 2 poloidal field
channel and the n = 1 locked mode channel (at a time
marked (b) in Fig. 2). This mode is subsequently
observed to decay away on a time-scale of a few
milliseconds.
In Sections 3.1-3.2 we analyse and interpret each
of the above mentioned effects. In addition, in Sections 3.3-3.6 we discuss the stabilization of rotating
m = 2 modes, stimulated disruptions, modifications to
the disruptive density limit, and results for RMP fields
other than m = 2, n = 1.

-

ion drift

-U100
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FIG.2. Tjpical Ohmic COMPASS-C discharge in which application of a ( 2 , l ) RMP causes ‘mode penetration’. The diagnostic
data shown are the RMP saddle current (Ic), a central horizontal
SXR chord (IsxR), the line averaged electron density be),the total
n = I signal at the large locked mode detectors, the n = I
‘plasma’ signal at the large locked mode detectors, the m = 2
poloidal field (be)signal, and the boron IV impurity ion toroidal
velocity. Mode penetration occurs at the time marked (a), and
occurs at the time marked (b).
unlocking (and subsequent ‘spin-up’)

3.1. Mode penetration

3. I . 1. Introduction
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND THEIR INTERPRETATION
In this section we discuss the COMPASS-C RMP
results and their theoretical interpretation. We begin
the presentation of the experimental results by examining a discharge which exhibits many of the key RMP
effects produced by application of a helical (2,l)
RMP field. Figure 2 shows the RMP saddle current
(Ic), the central soft X-ray (SXR) chord, the line
averaged electron density (7Q, the n = 1 total and
‘plasma’ locked mode (b,) signals, the m = 2 poloidal
field (&)trace, and the boron IV impurity ion toroidal
velocity, for an ohmically heated discharge during the
current flat-top (B, = 1.1 T, Ip = 98 kA,q+ 4.3).
The ‘plasma’ locked mode signal is obtained by subtracting the n = 1 vacuum field measured by the large
locked mode detectors in a separate vacuum shot from
the n = 1 field measured by the same detectors in the
presence of plasma.

-
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We interpret the mode penetration event shown in
Fig. 2 as the sudden onset of magnetic tearing, resulting
in the formation of a stationary (2,l) island. This
interpretation is consistent with a phenomenological
model of the interaction of RMP fields with rotating
plasmas, which is outlined in Appendix A. We propose
that, as a result of both viscous and inertial effects, a
rotating plasma is able to resist the tearing induced by
an externally applied RMP field until a critical threshold field strength is exceeded. Plasma viscosity is able
to suppress forced tearing because the viscous drag on
a static island due to plasma rotation must be balanced
by an electromagnetic locking force if the island is to
remain stationary. In general, this is not possible until
the island exceeds a certain threshold width. Plasma
inertia is able to suppress forced tearing in a rotating
plasma because the advective inertia of the strongly
sheared velocity field in the vicinity of a stationary
island has a stabilizing effect which again can only be
overcome once the island exceeds a certain threshold
2093
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width. Estimates for the threshold island width
(Eq. (A.24)) and the associated perturbed field
strength at the edge of the plasma (Eq. (A.29)) are
given in Appendix A. It should be noted that these
threshold estimates are based on the requirements of
force balance for a state in which only the plasma
velocity in the immediate vicinity of the induced island
is modified. The dynamics of mode penetration are not
addressed by this phenomenological model (presented
in Appendix A), An enhanced model which also includes
these effects is currently under development [9].

3.1.2. Variation of the mode penetration
threshold with density
Figure 3 shows experimental data for a set of discharges with B, = 1.1 T , Zp 95 kA and q+ 4.5,
plotted in line averaged electron density (ne) versus
(2,l) helical RMP coil current (Z,) space. We record
occurrences of no penetration, penetration, and
penetration followed by a stimulated disruption. The
helical RMP configuration used in this particular study
= 13.4 G
is such that Z, = 1 kA corresponds to brvac(2,1)
at the edge of the plasma ( r = a ) . It is clear from the
figure that the critical RMP coil current required to
induce mode penetration increases with increasing
plasma density.

-

"0

-

2

1

IC (kA)

FIG. 3. Data obtained from COMPASS-C RMP discharges with
q$
4.5,showing occurrences of no penetration (b), Penetration
( A ) , and penetration followed by A stimulated disruption (U),
plotted in the ( 2 , l ) RMP saddle current (Ic) versus line averaged
electron density fie) plane. The solid curves are the model predictions for the penetration threshold calculated assuming strong
poloidal flow damping for r, = 12 ms and r, = 26 ms. The broken
curves are the model predictions calculated assuming free rotation
for r, = 12 ms and r, = 26 ms.

-
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Figure 3 also shows the penetration thresholds
predicted by our model calculated for both poloidally
flow damped and freely rotating plasmas. The details
of this phenomenological model of mode penetration
are set out in Appendix A. Our calculations assume
vacuum behaviour of the tearing eigenfunctions
external to the (2,l) mode rational surface, a model
q profile [q = q + ( r / ~ and
) ~ ] a model density profile
[n = no {1 - (r/a)'} "2]. We employ the A[,(W, relation which is deduced in Section 3.1.4, assuming that
A[, is density independent. It should be noted that this
Ah(W) relation is calculated by fitting to experimental
data and does not result from a calculation for an
assumed current profile. The natural mode frequency fs
(i.e. the frequency of the (2,l) Mirnov activity before
the application of the RMP) in these discharges is
about 14 kHz and is virtually independent of density.
The effective mass number of the fuelling ions, calculated from measurements of the deuterium to hydrogen
ratio and Zeff,is about 1.9. The viscosity time-scale T,,
estimated from the rate of island spin-up after the
RMP is switched off, lies between 12 ms and 26 ms
for these discharges (see Section 3.2.5). It should be
stressed that no free parameters are used in calculating
the model penetration thresholds shown in Fig. 3.
It is evident from Fig. 3 that agreement between the
predictions of our model and the experimental data is
only possible if the plasma is subject to strong poloidal
flow damping (i.e. the velocity shift associated with
mode penetration is almost entirely toroidal in nature).
A previous study of the braking of rotating magnetic
islands via interaction with the vacuum vessel in JET
also concluded that tokamak plasmas are subject to
strong poloidal flow damping [101,
The flow damped model penetration curves shown
in Fig. 3 demonstrate that fair agreement with the
experimental data is possible within the entire range
of estimated 7 , . For typical COMPASS-C discharges
the dominant contribution to our model penetration
threshold comes from plasma viscosity, with plasma
inertia contributing only about 10% (see Section A.3).
It follows that the observed increase of the critical
RMP coil current with plasma density must be attributed to a fairly weak dependence of r, on E,. As is
discussed in Section 3.2.5, this is consistent with one
particular interpretation of our observations of the rate
of island spin-up, but a systematic increase of T , with
ne cannot be ruled out.
The experimental mode penetration threshold has
also been examined for the 'crescent' RMP configuration described in Section 2.2. This configuration
is intended to mimic a horizontal displacement of a
NUCLEAR FUSION, Voi.32, No.12 (1992)
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poloidal field coil and, consequently, has a broad
Fourier spectrum. Nevertheless, the critical (2,l) perturbation strength at the edge of the plasma required to
induce mode penetration is found to be almost identical
with that observed for a predominantly (2,l) configuration. This result shows that the poloidally coupled
sidebands have little effect on the penetration threshold.
All of the data shown in Fig. 3 are taken from discharges in which the RMP field was applied during the
current flat-top. In a small number of discharges a
‘crescent’ RMP field was either ramped up with the
plasma current or established at a constant level before
plasma breakdown. In all such cases, penetration
occurred during the current flat-top with the same
threshold as in the discharges studied in Fig. 3. This
behaviour is understandable because the q = 2 surface lies deeper inside the plasma at smaller plasma
currents and is therefore less strongly affected by
a fixed RMP field strength applied at the edge of
the plasma.

3. I . 3. Variation of the mode penetration
threshold with edge-q
We have examined the variation of the mode
penetration and stimulated disruption thresholds with
q$. The stimulated disruption results are discussed in
detail in Section 3.4. In this study the toroidal field is
fixed at 1.1 T and the density at E, 1.25 X 1019m-3,
while the plasma current is varied from 72 kA, cor5.8, to 130 kA, corresponding to
responding to q$
q$
3.2.
Figure 4 shows the experimental mode penetration
and disruption boundaries over the range of q+. Also
shown is the prediction of our model for the mode
penetration threshold in a strongly flow damped plasma.
The approximations used to calculate the model
threshold are as described in Section 3.1.2. We again
employ the Ah(w) relation deduced in Section 3.1.4,
assuming that AA is independent of q$. The natural
mode frequency fs used in calculating the thresholds
for these discharges varies from about 17 kHz for
4*
5.8 to 11.5 kHz for q$
3.2. We use a viscosity time-scale of 7, = 12 ms, which is appropriate
for the group of discharges in question according to
the analysis of Section 3.2.5. It can be seen from
Fig. 4 that there is fairly good agreement between the
experimental data and our model penetration curve
over a wide range of q$. The model curve appears to
increase less steeply with q$ than the experimental
data. This discrepancy can be accounted for if the

3 1
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FIG. 4. Variation of the (2,I ) penetration and stimulated disrup1.25
tion thresholds with qylfor COMPASS-Cdischarges with E,
x IO” m - j , The broken curve is the model penetration threshold
(calculated assuming poloidal jlow damping) using experimentally
determined frequencies with rU = I 2 ms, and the solid curve is an
empirical jit (W/(a - rs) 0.70) to the disruption threshold.
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(2,l) mode becomes slightly more unstable (i.e. AA
increases) as the edge-q decreases.

=

-

-
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3.1.4. Locked mode detector data
The n = 1 ‘plasma’ locked mode signal in Fig. 2
indicates that the presence of plasma initially reduces
b r n Xbelow
l
the vacuum value, but, after the penetration event occurs, b,,=l exceeds the vacuum value (i.e.
the plasma amplifies
This effect can be related
to the appearance of a magnetic island via a simple
MHD model. When there is an applied RMP, but no
is zero at the rational
induced magnetic island, br(2,1)
surface (see Section A.2). This means that the radial
field eigenfunction b,(r) is everywhere smaller than
the vacuum eigenfunction, and this difference may be
detected outside the plasma. As the island appears,
b,(r) increases (see formula (A.30)). This is illustrated
in Fig. 5, which shows the three solutions of the low-6
cylindrical tearing mode equation in the presence of an
RMP: the vacuum solution, the ‘untorn’ (i.e. no island)
solution, and the ‘fully reconnected’ solution after
penetration (see Section A.2).
Figure 6(a) shows the odd-n perturbed radial field
before mode penetration (bRmeasured at the 16 small
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locked mode detectors for a discharge with Ip = 94 U,
B, = 1.1 T , q+ 4.5) due to an applied (2,l) RMP
field, as a function of the toroidal angle (4).The variation of this signal with 4 is similar to that measured
(and calculated theoretically) in vacuum, although the
amplitude is reduced by about 8% in the presence of
the plasma (see above).
Figure 6(b) shows the incremental step in bR at
mode penetration. It can be seen that the incremental
field due to the induced island is predominantly n = 1,
in marked contrast with the pre-penetration signal
which has a substantial n = 3 component. Fourier
analysis indicates that the incremental signal due to the
induced magnetic island is phase shifted by A p 31",
in the electron drift direction, relative to the n = 1
component of the pre-penetration signal, This observation accords well with our model of mode penetration
(see Appendix A), which predicts a phase shift of the

-

I

I

0.1

I

0.3

0.2
Radius (m)

=

FIG. 5. Typical solutions of the cylindrical tearing mode equation
for .I# = J , (I - r2/a2j6,with helical boundary conditions and no
conducting wall. The three solutions are: (a) vacuum solution:
(b) 'untorn 'solution; (e) $ 1 1 ~ reconnected' solution.
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FIG. 6. Toroidal variation of the odd-n radial field (bR)due to an applied ( 2 , l ) RMP, measured at the array of
small locked mode detectors. The electron drij? direction lies in the direction of increasing toroidal angle (6).
(a) Data from a vacuum shot and from a plasma shot before mode penetration. Also indicated are the expected
vacuum values obtained from a numerical simulation of the applied RMP field.
(b) Incremental b, at mode penetration. The phase of the n = 1 component of the pre-penetrated signal (defined
-27", whereas the phase of the n = I component of the incremental
as b,,,,, a sin (4-Abnmi))is
signal at mode penetration is A+n=i
+4".

=
=
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stationary island with respect to the applied RMP
signal in the direction of natural mode rotation.
This phase shift is brought about by the viscous drag
of the plasma which applies a torque on the induced
stationary island in the direction of natural mode
rotation. Our model prediction for the magnitude of
the phase shift immediately following penetration
(Eq. (A.27)) is about 34" for the discharge under consideration (assuming 7, = 12 ms). Thus, the magnitude
of the observed shift agrees fairly well with our model
prediction. The direction of the shift is also consistent
with our model, since natural modes are observed to
propagate in the electron drift direction in COMPASS-C.
The observed amplification of bR following mode
penetration enables us to estimate the equilibrium
stability index for stationary tearing modes, AA, since
the amplification factor is a function of AA according
to our model (see Section A.2). An estimate of AA is
required for evaluation of the penetration thresholds
discussed in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. In what follows,
we make use of a vacuum cylindrical approximation
for the mode structure external to the rational surface
( r > rs). Comparison with solutions of the full cylindrical tearing mode equation indicates that this is a
reasonable approximation, provided the rational surface
has a radius r,/a z 0.6. We also adopt a vacuum
q-profile, q = q$(r/a)2,external to the rational surface.
It should be noted that this vacuum approximation
gives an overestimate of the magnetic shear at the
rational surface, and so the island widths we quote are
probably slightly underestimated. We estimate that for
the discharge under consideration the observed change
in bR at mode penetration corresponds to the formation
0.226,
of a stationary (2,l) island of width W/a
whereas the expected vacuum island width is
WJu
0.142, Our model prediction for the initial
amplification factor at mode penetration is

=

=

-=(
117
IVC

2m
cos A y
-Ab( 14 .)rs

(see Eqs (A.6) and (A.8)), where r, is the radius of
the (2,l) rational surface. The above formula implies
that AA(W/a = 0 . 2 3 ) ~ -2.02, where use has been
made of r, = 0 . 6 7 ~(from the vacuum q-profile), and
Ap
31" (from above).
Before the RMP field is switched on, a saturated
0.025 is observed rota(2,l) island of width W/a
ting at about 14 kHz. Making use of the previously
mentioned approximations and the experimental wall
time constant (rw)obtained in Section 3.2.3, the
natural A' of a (2,l) mode rotating at a frequency f
can be written

=

=

-
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(2)
where rw = 0.22 m is the radius of the wall, and
h = 2rfrw/m. It follows that, since A'(W/a = 0.025,
f = 14 kHz) = 0 (i.e. the mode is saturated), then
AA(W/a = 0.025)
+0.71. Adopting a simple linear
offset form for the variation of AA with W we conclude, using the inferred values for AA at W/a = 0.23
and 0.025, that

=

IV
Ab(W)u c? 1.04 - 13.3U

(3)

for the discharge under consideration. Note that, since
this offset linear form of AA(W) is determined by fitting
to experimental data, it will implicitly include the
linear (in W) saturation term derived in Ref. [ l 11. We
shall see in Section 3.2.4 that this formula is consistent
with the observed decay of the induced island after the
RMP field is removed.

3.1,5. Spectroscopic impurity ion rotation
The impurity ion toroidal velocity during mode
penetration has been measured using a high resolution
Doppler spectrometer imaging impurity radiation
emitted on the plasma outboard midplane. To give
good time resolution, the Doppler broadened spectrum
of a boron IV line (2821 A) was split into three photomultiplier channels, each covering approximately one
third of the total line width. The photon statistics of
this diagnostic ensured a time resolution of about
100 p s . The toroidal velocity was absolutely calibrated
by taking measurements in opposite toroidal directions
on sequential discharges. During mode penetration, a
clear shift in toroidal velocity was observed. This is
shown in Fig. 7 for a discharge with Ip = 98 U,
B, = 1.1 T and q+ 4.3. It can be seen that the
toroidal velocity is slightly reduced by the RMP field,
but only changes significantly at mode penetration
(t
130 ms). The data, which are analysed using an
impurity ion temperature derived from the spectral
width (TBIV 60 eV), indicate a toroidal velocity shift
at mode penetration from an initial value of about

-

-

-
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FIG. 7. Typical rime variation of the B IV impurity ion roroidal
velocity during mode penerrarion arising from an applied
( 2 , I ) RMP.

7 kmls (or 1.5 kHz) in the electron drift direction to a
final value of about 24 km/s (or 5 . 3 kHz) in the
ion direction.
The differential toroidal rotation of a trace ion
impurity species with respect to the fuelling ions is
governed by the balance of parallel viscous stresses,
electrical forces due to the applied loop voltage, and
inter-species frictional forces. Using the standard
neoclassical result [12] as a guide (with V,oop 1 V,
Z,, 2-3, T, 200 eV at the centre from neutral
particle analyser (NPA) data, implying a typical
COMPASS-C ion diamagnetic frequency of the order
of 2 kHz in the ion drift direction), we conclude that
the B IV ions are unlikely to drift with respect to the
fuelling ions by more than about 0.5 kHz in the electron drift direction. It follows that in the unperturbed
plasma the fuelling ions in the vicinity of the radiating
B IV ions are probably rotating comparatively slowly
(about 1 kHz) in the electron direction. This implies
the presence of an inward pointing radial electric field
with an associated central electric potential Qo which is
negative with respect to the edge potential. A negative
sign for Qo is consistent with previous, more direct
measurements [13-171. The observed m = 2 natural
mode frequency of about 14 kHz in the electron direction can only be accounted for if the natural mode has
a perpendicular velocity similar to that of the electron
700 eV in the centre according to a Si(Li)
fluid (T,
detector, implying a typical COMPASS-C electron
diamagnetic frequency of the order of 10 kHz in the
electron drift direction). Previous studies have reached
broadly similar conclusions [181,

-

-

-
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The spectroscopic data indicate an approximately
7 kHz frequency shift of the fuelling ions at mode
penetration, whereas the magnetic data show an
approximately 14 kHz frequency shift. We have considered two explanations for this discrepancy. Firstly,
shear in the toroidal velocity shift profile allows the
velocity shifts at the q = 2 radius and the radius of
the B IV emission to be different. Secondly, a reduction in the electron fluid velocity at the rational surface
due to modifications of the electron temperature and
density profiles at mode penetration. This would imply
a reduced natural mode frequency and, hence, a
reduced velocity shift during the penetrated phase.
We firstly consider the effect of toroidal velocity
shear in terms of a simple single-fluid model along the
lines of the model employed in Appendix A. The basic
assumptions underlying the model are, firstly, that the
plasma is subject to strong poloidal flow damping, so
that only the toroidal component of the fluid velocity
is modified at penetration; secondly, that the plasma
inside the island separatrix is forced to co-rotate with
the island; and thirdly, that the island experiences a
zero net (non-electromagnetic) torque when it rotates
at its ‘natural’ (or unperturbed) frequency f,, but
experiences a viscous restoring torque if its frequency
differs fromf,. In this model we do not attempt to
explain why the island rotates at its natural frequency.
It is only the deviation from the natural frequency,
induced by electromagnetic torques, which we model.
The listed assumptions suggest a single-fluid equation
of (angular) motion of the form
(4)
where A&(r) is the toroidal angular velocity shift
(in Hz), p(r) is the plasma mass density and v L ( r )is
the anomalous coefficient of perpendicular kinematic
viscosity. Velocity shifts at the rational surface are
related to island frequency shifts via

where f is the island frequency. The boundary conditions applied to the velocity shift are that Ank(0) = 0
(’ d/dr) and AQ2,(a)= 0. The latter condition is
equivalent to the assumption that the velocity is
clamped at the edge of the plasma (for example owing
to direct interaction with the limiter, or charge exchange with neutrals emitted isotropically from the
wall). The electromagnetic torque acting on the plasma
due to interaction with the RMP is localized within the
island region. In the limit in which the finite island

=
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width is neglected, a velocity gradient discontinuity
must develop at the rational surface in order to provide a localized viscous torque to balance the localized
electromagnetic torque during the penetrated phase.
The fluid model described above yields an equilibrium
(i.e. a/& = 0) velocity shift profile following penetration (whenf = 0) of the form

spin-up data suggest a 5 2 kHz reduction in fs during
the penetrated phase (see Section 3.2.5), but this is not
enough to account for the discrepancy. The explanation
based on a change tofs is also unable to account for
the very strong correlation between the mode frequency
shift and the B IV velocity shift observed during
spin-up (see Section 3.2.5). We conclude, therefore,
that the discrepancy between the B IV velocity shift
and the shift in the mode frequency is mostly due to
shear in the velocity shift profile.

3.1.6. Soft X-ray and vacuum ultra-violet emission

where p and v , are assumed to be constant across the
plasma for the sake of simplicity. Note that the fluid
velocity shift is solid-body-like inside the rational surface, but highly sheared outside. The angular velocity
shift at the rational surface AO,(r,) is about 14 kHz
(i.e. it is the same as the island frequency shift, for
an n = 1 mode). This is significantly larger than the
of about
observed B IV angular velocity shift Aa$(rBIV)
7 kHz, where rBIvis the radius of the shell of radiating B IV ions. The velocity shear explanation for this
discrepancy is applicable if the shell lies external to
the q = 2 surface, so that according to Eq. (6) the
velocity shift in the vicinity of the shell is less than
that at the rational surface. We assume that velocity
shifts in our phenomenological fluid give rise to
approximately equal velocity shifts in the ion fluid. As
is demonstrated in Section 3.2.5, this assumption is
consistent with data taken during the spin-up of the
induced island after the RMP is switched off. For the
discharge under consideration, An$(?-&and AO,(rBIv)
can be reconciled by the velocity shear explanation if
the shell of radiating B IV ions (i.e. the flux surface
where TBIv 60 eV) lies at rBIvla 0.82 (i.e. about
4 cm from the edge). This result is in accordance with
estimates from impurity transport modelling which
show that the peak B IV emission (282.1 nm) is at
5 cm k 2 cm from the plasma edge.
An alternative explanation is that the discrepancy
between the B IV velocity shift and the shift in mode
frequency is due to a reduction in the natural mode
frequency fs during the penetrated phase, brought about
by equilibrium profile modifications. This would lead
to a global reduction in the velocity shift, since AO,(r,)
= f,/n following penetration. Given the observed
changes in density and confinement at mode penetration, it is likely that some modification of the electron
fluid velocity will occur. In fact, the experimental

-
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Mode penetration is always accompanied by a substantial reduction in central SXR emission and the
complete suppression of the sawtooth oscillation. A
comparison of the SXR (energy range 1-10 keV) and
line/continuum emission in the vacuum ultra-violet
(VUV) (wavelength range 130- 150 nm) indicates that
part of the observed reduction in the central X-ray
emission is due to a decrease in the electron temperature in the plasma core. This is illustrated in Fig. 8,
where line integrated profiles in the vertical direction
are shown for SXR and VUV emission in two similar
shots (Zp = 110 kA,B, = 1.1 T, q+ 3.8). The
VUV emission (which scales like n: and has a weak
temperature dependence) shows a much smaller drop
than the SXR emission (which also scales like n:, but
has a much stronger temperature dependence, as is
indicated by the stronger central peaking of the prepenetrated SXR relative to the VUV) when mode
penetration occurs. In both cases the emission essentially recovers its pre-RMP level after the RMP field is
ramped down (t > 180 ms). In general, after the RMP
is turned off, the sawtooth oscillation eventually reestablishes itself with the same inversion radius as
before mode penetration.
In Fig. 8 the SXR profile over t = 166-178 ms (after
penetration) shows a slight up-down asymmetry, or
‘skew’. The direction of the skew reverses when the
direction of the applied saddle current is reversed (i.e.
when the phase of the stationary island is inverted).
In experiments where the phase of the applied RMP is
varied to induce a slowly rotating (about 30 Hz) magnetic island, the direction of the SXR skew is found to
co-rotate with the island. This SXR skew is interpreted
as a helical displacement of the plasma core associated
with the toroidally coupled m = 1 sideband of the
induced m = 2, n = 1 island. It should be noted that
that qo probably does not rise above unity during the
penetrated phase. The inversion radius is substantial
(about 6 cm) when the sawteeth disappear, and is
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FIG. 8. Typical line integrated vertical SXR and VUV projles
during mode penetration arising from an applied ( 2 , l ) RMP.
168 ms.
For both discharges, mode penetration occurs at t
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about the same when they reappear again after the
RMP is switched off.
The m = 1 mode in tokamaks is special because
it generally lies close to the ideal MHD stability
boundary (i.e. l/AAa
0). In such circumstances the
m = 1 mode is characterized as an ‘internal kink mode’
(i.e. a helical displacement of the plasma core) rather
than a conventional ‘tearing mode’. The stability of the
m = 1 internal kink mode is not directly related to the
tearing stability parameter A& The large free energy
associated with the nearly marginal m = 1 mode
allows a strong (O(1) rather than the usual O(a/R))
internal kink sideband of an m = 2, n = 1 island to
develop via toroidal coupling [191. Before penetration,
however, the m = 2 RMP field and its toroidally
coupled sidebands are restricted to regions lying outside their own resonant surfaces and thus cannot affect
the plasma core (see Section A.2). This accounts for
the absence of any pre-penetration SXR skew.

-

pendent of density from power balance) [20]. Mode
penetration is usually accompanied by a significant
degradation in energy confinement. Figure 9 shows the
energy confinement time determined from a diamagnetic loop for a discharge in which the RMP current
(I,) is slowly ramped to cause mode penetration
(I, = 94 kA, B, = 1.1 T , q+ 4.5).Such a discharge is chosen in order to avoid rapid changes in I,
which can induce currents in vessel and coil structures
and, thus, give rise to spurious signals on the diamagnetic loop. Figure 9 indicates an approximately 50%
reduction in rE following mode penetration. This
cannot be accounted for in terms of the neo-Alcator
scaling of rE, since Z, decreases by only about 15%
at penetration. Thus, energy confinement is degraded
significantly below neo-Alcator confinement during
the penetrated phase. Accordingly, power balance
arguments lead us to expect a marked reduction in T,
during penetration. The observed reduction in the
plasma diamagnetic energy (about 30%) and the simultaneous increase in the loop voltage (about 50%) during
mode penetration (taking into account the behaviour of
n, and the lack of variation of the feedback controlled
plasma current I,) are consistent with a 20-30% reduction in T,, with little overall change in the shape of the
temperature profile. The reduction in stored energy
(about 30%) is broadly consistent with a model in
which the pressure is assumed to be flattened across
the (2,l) island [21], although lack of profile data has
prohibited a detailed comparison.

-

3. I . 7. Diamagnetic energy conjhement

3.1.8. Particle con$nement and recycling
Energy confinement in COMPASS-C Ohmic discharges is well described by the neo-Alcator scaling
law (i.e. rE oc Z,, leading to T, approximately inde2100

The edge particle confinement and recycling have
been studied during mode penetration using particle
NUCLEAR FUSION, Vo1.32, No.12 (1992)
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balance calculations. The particle confinement time r,
is determined from the particle conservation equation
(7)
where p is the coefficient of recycling, N is the total
number of particles (taken as N = 27r2u2RZe),9 is the
gas feed rate and 7 is the gas utilization efficiency.
The quantity 7 is determined from measurements made
separately at constant density (dN/dt = 0) and at zero
gas feed rate (9= 0). Combined with measurements
of E, and 9,this allows the quantity (1 -p)/rp to be
calculated. The quantities p and rp can then be
independently determined by using the measurements
of the H, emission (essentially proportional to the
recycling flux pN/rp), the absolute value of rp being
determined by normalization to Langmuir probe
measurements made before the RMP is applied. The
pre-penetration particle confinement time is similar in
magnitude to the diamagnetic energy confinement time
and exhibits the same neo-Alcator-like increase with
plasma density. Analysis of a range of discharges
shows that the effect of the RMP on particle confinement and recycling is closely related to the conditioning
of the torus.

1.4
0.12

H, (vessel)

5

P
0.8
0.16

CII (limiter)

(a.u.)

0.10
. ..

100

200

Time (ms)
FIG. 10. Typical variation of the H, emission, particle confinement time (rp),coeficient of recycling (p) and limiter C II
emission, during mode penetration arising from a ( 2 , l ) RMP
applied to a ‘well conditioned’ torus.
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The results for a typical discharge (Z, = 94 kA,
B, = 1.1 T , q$ 4.5) with a ‘well conditioned’ torus
(i.e. a torus with relatively clean walls such as might
be obtained immediately after helium glow discharge
cleaning) are shown in Fig. 10. A clear reduction in
) mode penetration
the particle confinement time ( T ~ at
(t
158 ms) is evident. A smaller change in the
recycling coefficient ( p ) , but not in r,, is evident as the
RMP is applied ( t
110 ms). This small change in p
occurs in all the discharges examined, but its sign is
found to depend on the RMP phase. The H, observations are made at a location toroidally opposite to the
poloidal limiter and gas feed inlet, and represent a
view of about 25% of the inside of the torus. In our
analysis we assume that the time variation of this relatively localized H a emission is identical with that of
the total recycled flux. Previous measurements show
that, in general, for COMPASS-C the total wall and
limiter recycling fluxes are approximately equal and
have similar temporal variations, The observation
that r, changes markedly whilst p remains relatively
unchanged at mode penetration is supported by C I1
radiation measurements at the limiter. From Fig. 10,
the C I1 emission (proportional to the particle flux out
of the plasma NIT,) is almost identical in form with
the H, emission (apN/rp),strongly suggesting that
p remains constant whilst rp varies. As the RMP is
turned off and the mode spins up, it can be seen from
Fig. 10 that rp is transiently enhanced above the prepenetration value. The energy confinement is also
enhanced during this phase (see Fig. 9). This transiently enhanced confinement during the spin-up phase
(when the bulk velocity is changing rapidly) is observed
in most discharges with a well conditioned torus.
In the above analysis we have not included any
radial profile effects when calculating N from E,.
We find, however, that this is only a weak effect.
then the values of
For example, if ne a
p and rp change by only about 3% from those
shown in Fig. 10.
The effects of the RMP are quite different in an
‘ill conditioned’ torus (i.e. a torus where the walls are
strongly loaded with fuelling gas). In such discharges
the density usually rises at mode penetration (see
Fig. 2, where the data are taken from a typical discharge with an ill conditioned torus). Analysis shows
that this rise is primarily due to an increase in the
recycling coefficient to unity during penetration. In
such ill conditioned discharges the transient confinement enhancement during spin-up is also generally
absent. The confinement enhancement is also less
likely to occur in low density (i.e. Z, < 10’’ m-3)
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discharges and in discharges where the penetrated
phase is comparatively short (i.e. 5 10 ms).
In summary, the particle confinement changes
caused by RMPs are strongly dependent on the torus
conditioning. In a well conditioned torus the density
usually falls at mode penetration owing to a degradation of the particle confinement. In an ill conditioned
torus the density usually rises at penetration owing to
an increase in the coefficient of recycling. In a well
conditioned torus a transient enhanced confinement
phase is usually observed during spin-up, when the
bulk plasma velocity is changing rapidly.
3.1.9. Langmuir probe data
The edge behaviour during mode penetration has
been studied using a four-pin Langmuir probe. In these
experiments the RMP phase relative to the probe is
slowly rotated by applying sinusoidal currents in quadrature to two orthogonal sets of saddle coils. The edge
electron temperature and density show a strong modulation with the RMP phase, irrespective of whether or
not mode penetration has occurred. This modulation is
interpreted as being due to an RMP induced change in
the shape of the edge flux surface, which gives rise to
an effective movement of the probe across the scrapeoff layer as the RMP is rotated. The calculated flux
surface distortions due to the locally non-resonant RMP
(about 5 mm peak-to-peak) and the experimental scrapeoff layer width are consistent with the observed temperature and density modulations with the RMP phase.

3.2. Mode unlocking
3.2.1. Introduction
In all those non-disruptive discharges in which mode
penetration occurs, there is an associated 'spin-up'
event soon after the RMP field is switched off. This
event is clearly evident on the m = 2 Mirnov coil
combination and the n = 1 locked mode traces in
175 ms). Spin-up is interpreted as the
Fig. 2 (at t
island induced by the RMP field first unlocking as
the electromagnetic locking torque decreases and then
spinning up under the influence of the viscous torque
exerted by the plasma. Simultaneously, the island
decays away on a resistive time-scale since it is no
longer driven by the applied RMP field.

-

mode is predominantly m = 2, with a strong m = 3
component ( 5 4 0 % of the m = 2 amplitude) and a
somewhat weaker m = 1 component ( 530% of the
m = 2 amplitude). Transformation to a 'straight' field
line angle, 0* = 0 + EX sin0 + O(E*)with E = rM/R
and X = 1 + 412 + Pp [22], tends to reduce the
amplitude of the m = 1 component whilst increasing
that of the m = 3 component, but does not change
our basic conclusion that the mode is predominantly
m = 2. Taken in conjunction with the toroidal mode
number measured by the small locked mode detectors
(see Section 3.1.4), this result demonstrates that the
penetrated mode is predominantly m = 2, n = 1.
The m = 3 signal is found to have a phase lag of
35-40' with respect to the m = 2 signal. This lag is
fairly constant over a wide range of frequencies as the
mode spins up. The large phase difference between the
two harmonics cannot be accounted for by resistive
wall effects which give a calculated phase lag of 5 4 " .
One possible explanation for the difference is the
presence of an m = 3 island in the plasma, frequency
locked to the m
2 island. The phases of the two
islands are likely to differ because, in general, they
experience different viscous torques from the plasma.
The phase lag of the m = 3 island signal with respect
to the m = 2 island signal is explicable if the accelerating viscous torque acting on the m = 2 island is
stronger than that acting on the m = 3 island during
spin-up. It should be noted that we observe no significant phase difference between the m = 2 and m = 3
signals for naturally unstable (2,l) modes.
The possible presence of an m = 3 island during
spin-up is an indication that mode penetration leads to
the formation of a stationary m = 3 island, as well as
an m = 2 island. This is not surprising since even a
pure vacuum m = 2 RMP field (defined in straight
field line co-ordinates) will acquire an O(6) m = 3
sideband in the presence of plasma because of toroidal
coupling. The substantial reduction in bulk plasma rotation following penetration of the m = 2 mode is, thus,
quite likely to trigger penetration of the m = 3 mode.
Note that the possible presence of an m = 3 island
during the penetrated and spin-up phases is neglected,
for the sake of simplicity, in the fluid models used in
Sections 3.1.5 and 3.2.5 to account for the behaviour
of the B IV velocity shift.

=

3.2.3. Measurement of the wall time constant
3.2.2. Harmonic decomposition of the unlocked mode
The harmonic decomposition of the integrated bo
signal in geometric angle indicates that the unlocking
2102

The fact that the spin-up event is simultaneously
visible on both the Mirnov coils and the small locked
mode detectors enables us to measure the wall constant
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of the vacuum vessel [23]. From theory, using a
vacuum cyclindrical approximation for the region lying
outside the mode rational surface, we expect for
COMPASS-C geometry

The above value is fairly close to the theoretical estimate for the time constant of the bellows sections of
the vacuum vessel in COMPASS-C, but somewhat
lower than the estimated average time constant
( ~ w 60 p ~ ) .

-

3.2.4. Comparison of island decay with
Rutheg7ord island theory
0:

1+3 . 1 . O G ( ~ n r f ) ~
(8)

where rL is the radius of the small locked mode detectors, rM = 0.21 m is the radius of the Mirnov coils,
rw = pO~wallBwallrw/2
is the time constant of the wall
(thickness Gwail, radius rw = 0.22 m, conductivity
owall),
f is the mode frequency and X = 2nfrw/m.
It follows from Eq. (8) that

G ( f )E

-- H ( 0 ) [

(1 1)

1+33.0G(~bi:,f)~

f 2

According to standard Rutherford island theory [24],
making use of Eq. (2), the island decay after the RMP
field is switched off obeys

f 2

Figure 11 shows Gexptfor a typical spin-up event
plotted as a function of the mode frequency f.Also
shown are the theoretical curves for rw = 40, 45 and
50 p s . It can be seen that there is good agreement
between theory and experiment. From Fig. 11, the best
estimate for rw is

where TR = poa2/q,,(r,)is the resistive time-scale at the
rational surface, and ZI = 0.822. Using the previously
mentioned vacuum cylindrical approximation and
model q-profile (see Section 3.1.2), as well as the
experimental value for rw deduced above, we obtain
the following expression for the (2,l) island width as a
function of the mode frequency and the m = 2 mode
amplitude:

=
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FIG. 11. Variation of the ratio (b,(rM)/(
f b, (rL))I2with frequency
during the 'spin-up' of a (2,I) island. The line indicates the
experimental data and the symbols show the theoretical expectation
for various wall time constants (rw).
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The above expression enables us to construct d/dt(W/a)
from the experimental data, and thus to obtain A;(W)a
as a function of 7 R from Eq. (11). Values of A;(w)a
for the initial saturated rotating island width, and for
the penetrated island width, have already been deduced
in Section 3.1.4 for a particular discharge. Figure 12
shows Ah(W)a versus W, demonstrating that the spin-up
data (obtained from the same discharge) fit the
assumed offset linear form (Eq. (3)) to a fairly good
approximation, provided rR 45 ms. This value of the
local resistive time-scale corresponds to T, 300 eV
at q = 2 (assuming neoclassical resistivity and Z,, = 2).

=
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where the jO,!are the zeros of the Bessel function Jo,
and 7, = a 2 / v l . Here, p and v l are assumed to be
constant across the plasma cross-section for the sake of
simplicity. It is clear that during spin-up the perturbed
velocity profile will rapidly collapse to the lowest
order eigenfunction, which decays at the slowest rate.
Thus, our fluid model predicts a time variation of the
island frequency during spin-up of the form

"\
"\
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FIG. 12. Inferred variation of Aia with island width during the
spin-up of a (2,l) island, calculated assuming a local resistive
data point is deduced from the satutime-scale of 45 ms. The
rated amplitude of the unperturbed rotating mode, and the A data
point is deduced from the amplitude of the static penetrated mode.
The curve is t h e j t given by Eq. (3).

Simple theoretical calculations of A'( W, [25] predict
offset linear behaviour, but generally exhibit a somewhat steeper reduction in A f with increasing island
width than is evident in Fig. 12. One possible explanation for this apparent discrepancy is the failure to
take into account self-consistent modifications to the
equilibrium due to the presence of an island. If such
modifications are included in the theoretical model, a
shallower A'(W) curve, which actually starts to increase
with W beyond a certain critical island width, can be
obtained [26].

exp(-t/.r,t,)

(14)

where the momentum confinement time-scale rM =
7,/5.78 (since jO,l = 2.405).
Figure 13 shows In Af plotted as a function of time
during spin-up in the discharge studied in Section 3.2.4.
The plot is a straight line to a good approximation,
showing that Eq. (14) models the experimental data
rather well. From Fig. 13, the best estimate for the
momentum confinement time-scale in this discharge is
7M
3.8 ms (7, 22 ms). The momentum confinement time-scale is comparable with the observed
energy and particle confinement time-scales of about
4 ms, in agreement with previously reported results
from TOKOLOSHE [27].
In some discharges the island initially appears to be
spinning up to a frequency which is up to 2 kHz less
than the pre-penetrated natural frequency fs. We interpret this as being due to a reduction infS during the
penetrated phase, brought about by equilibrium profile
modifications.
We have examined how the momentum confinement
time-scale varies for a range of discharges. At constant
edge-q, we observe a very clear correlation between
the local resistive time-scale rR, deduced from the
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3.2.5. Analysis of island spin-up
The decay of the velocity shift profile (Eq. (6))
during spin-up can be accounted for using the singlefluid model described in Section 3.1.5. Exponentially
decaying eigenfunctions of Eq. (4) which satisfy the
boundary conditions (with no discontinuities at the
rational surface since there is no electromagnetic
torque acting on the island after the RMP is switched
off and the island inertia is neglected) take the form
2104
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FIG. 13. Variation of the logarithm of mode frequency shifi (with
respect to the natural frequency) with time during mode spin-up.
The curve is the fit given by Eq. (14) when rM = 3.8 ms.
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rate of island decay, and the viscosity time-scale r,,
deduced from the rate of island spin-up. The discharge
studied in Section 3.2.5, with rR 2: 45 ms (corres300 eV) and r,
22 ms,
ponding to T,(q = 2)
is typical of discharges which exhibit a strong confinement enhancement during the spin-up phase (see
Section 3.1.8). For similar discharges in which the
confinement enhancement is absent (e.g. because the
torus is ill conditioned) the deduced time-scales are
22 ms
significantly shorter. Typical values are rR
(corresponding to T,(q = 2) 200 eV) and r, 2: 12 ms.
We conjecture that the longer time-scales in the former
case are characteristic of the transient enhanced confinement phase during spin-up, whereas the shorter
time-scales in the latter case are characteristic of the
unenhanced plasma confinement.
At constant edge-q there is a correlation between
high plasma density and high 7,.It is unclear whether
this is due to increasing ease of access to the enhanced
confinement phase during spin-up at higher densities or
to a genuine increase in the unenhanced r, with plasma
density. Both explanations are consistent with the data.
The fact that the correlation of r, with rR is stronger
than the correlation with plasma density tends to favour
the former explanation.
If the decay of the velocity shift profile is dominated
by a single eigenfunction, then the island frequency
shift should be proportional to the spectroscopic B IV
velocity shift during spin-up. For the discharge studied
in Section 3.1.5 we expect

-

-

-
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A % ( ~ B I vt ,) ~)
- J O ( ~ . ~ O ~ ~ B I V=/ o.,53
AR,(rs, t )
JO(2.405r s / a )

(15)

where r, = 0 . 6 7 ~is the radius of the rational surface
for the model profile q = q$(r/a)2,rBIv= 0 . 8 2 ~is
the radius of the shell of radiating B IV ions (see Section 3.1.5), and AQ,(r,,t) = Af/n. Experimentally, the
temporal behaviours of the island frequency shift and
the B IV velocity shift during spin-up are indeed found
to be virtually identical over a wide range of frequencies. The ratio of AOm(rBIv,t)
to AQ,(r,,t) is found to
be 0.52 f 0.02 in the discharge under consideration,
which agrees well with Eq. (15). This agreement
supports the argument given in Section 3.1.5 that the
discrepancy between the B IV frequency shift and the
mode frequency shift is dominantly due to shear in the
velocity shift profile.
3.2.6. Hysteresis in the penetrationlunlocking process
In Fig. 2, the spin-up event does not occur until the
RMP field strength has decayed substantially below
NUCLEAR FUSION, Vo1.32, No.12 (1992)

the level required to induce mode penetration. In
discharges where the RMP is ramped down slowly,
so that the induced stationary island remains in equilibrium with the applied RMP field, unlocking occurs
somewhat earlier at about half the critical RMP field
strength required for penetration. These effects are
explicable in terms of our phenomenological model of
mode penetration (see Appendix A). The threshold for
mode penetration is calculated assuming a toroidal
velocity shift scalelength of the order of the induced
island width, whereas the appropriate velocity shift
scalelength for the unlocking process is of the order
of the minor radius (see Sections 3.1.5 and 3.2.5).
This implies a far greater viscous torque acting on the
induced island in the former case. Simple force
balance arguments suggest that

Icpntrt

pntrt

(see Section 3,1.4) for the fast rampdown case and
Iciinlck
Icpntrt

)
J:
(

N

0.48

pnt rt

for the slow rampdown case. Here, we have made use
of the fact that for a stationary island the ratio of the
electromagnetic locking torque to the opposing viscous
torque scales like Z c ~ l , ,where I , is the toroidal
velocity shift scalelength. We assume that this ratio
is essentially the same at mode penetration and at unlocking. For the fast rampdown case the induced island
width at unlocking is assumed to be the same as that at
penetration. For the slow rampdown case the induced
The predictions
island width is proportional to dc.
from Eqs (16) and (17) are broadly in line with the
experimental observations discussed above.

3.3. Mode stabilization
The RMP induced stabilization of rotating MHD
modes observed in COMPASS-C is different in nature
in low and high density discharges.
In low density (E, 5 IOI9 m-3) discharges with
2 5 q$ 5 3, the natural (2,l) mode (with a frequency
of the order of 12 kHz and saturated island widths in
the range W,/a
4-8%) decays into the noise as soon
as the RMP field is applied. Results from several
similar discharges (q+ 2.7) are summarized in
Fig. 14(a), where the m = 2 mode amplitude is plotted
against the saddle coil current (a saddle current of
Z, = 1 kA corresponds to brQ.l)vac 7 G at the limiter
for the non-helical (2,l) RMP configuration employed

-
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decreasing frequency points are in chronological order
at 5 ms time intervals). An analysis of a sequence of
‘top hat’ saddle current discharges suggests that the
reduction in mode amplitude correlates with a reduction in mode frequency but not with the magnitude of
the saddle current. It should be noted that this stabilization effect occurs for applied RMP fields strengths
well below the mode penetration threshold, so there is
a real reduction in the (2,l) island width.
Mode stabilization has also been observed at somewhat higher density (E, 2 2 X l o L 9m-3). In the postboronized machine, operating in this density regime
occasionally resulted in unusually large (2,l) modes
(WJa
12%) becoming naturally unstable. As illustrated in Fig. 15, application of a (2,l) helical RMP
at the
field (br(2,1)vac 8 G , bo/Bo 3.5 x
limiter) results in significant stabilization of such
modes over a time-scale of about 4 ms. Unlike the low
density regime, this mode stabilization is not correlated
with any reduction in the mode frequency, and in
some cases is actually accompanied by a slight frequency increase. The central SXR chord in Fig. 15
indicates a slightly modified core confinement when
the RMP field is switched on, although there is no
evidence of any overall confinement improvement
from the diamagnetic loop signal. The density rises
continuously during the period when the RMP is
applied, and the H, channel indicates a change in the
edge recycling. It should be noted that the regime in
which these large (2,l) modes occur is not robust, in
the sense that ‘spontaneous’ reductions in the mode
amplitude are sometimes observed, and also that the
mode does not generally reappear when the RMP is
switched off.
In Appendix B we outline an MHD based model for
the stabilization of rotating magnetic islands by static
RMPs. The model predicts that mode stabilization is
associated with a downward shift of the mode frequency. This stabilization mechanism is only effective for relatively low amplitude modes. For typical
COMPASS-C parameters (f, 14 kHz, T ~ -lo-’ s,
with poloidal flow damping) the critical saturated
island width above which the MHD based stabilization
12 %
mechanism becomes ineffective is (WJa),,
(see Eq. (B.3)). We propose that the RMP induced
mode stabilization in low density COMPASS-C discharges is explicable in terms of this MHD based
model. The most compelling evidence supporting
this interpretation is the strong correlation observed
between mode stabilization and a reduction in the
mode frequency. According to Eq. (B.2), the observed
downward frequency shift of about 2 kHz is sufficient
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FIG. 14. (a) Reduction of the m = 2 coherent mode amplitude
(B$, and (b) mode Pequency shift (relative to that before the RMP
is applied), with increasing ( 2 , l ) saddle current, illustrating typical
‘low density’ RMP mode stabilization.
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FIG. 15. Reduction in the m = 2 mode amplitude (B,(m = 2))
upon application of a ( 2 , l ) RMP to a large (about 3.5 G) rotating
natural mode, illustrating typical ‘high density’ RMP mode
stabilization.

in this study). There is an associated frequency reduction of about 2 kHz as the (2,l) RMP field stabilizes
the mode. The m = 2 mode frequency versus the
saddle current is shown in Fig. 14(b). It can be seen
that for the ‘top hat’ saddle current (shot 1518) the frequency reduction at I, = 1 kA is not immediate (the
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to stabilize the relatively small rotating magnetic island
encountered in the low density regime.
RMP induced mode stabilization can also be
explained in terms of transport induced resistive profile
evolution. According to this explanation, the changes
in edge recycling and transport induced by the RMP
modify the plasma equilibrium, in the process converting an otherwise unstable mode into a stable one.
No particular correlation is expected between mode
stabilization and a shift in the mode frequency.
However, we do expect a delay, related to the energy
confinement time and the resistive current profile
evolution time, between the initiation of the RMP
field and the stabilization of the rotating mode. The
experimental data suggest that the RMP induced mode
stabilization observed in high density COMPASS-C
discharges is due to this type of effect. The evidence
for this is the lack of any correlation between stabilization and a downward frequency shift of the mode, the
time delay of about 4 ms (note that T~~~~ 4 ms in
COMPASS-C for the discharges under consideration)
between the switching on of the RMP field and the
decay of the rotating mode, and the observed changes
in core energy confinement, particle confinement and
edge recycling associated with the RMP.

100

120

140

Time (ms)
FIG. 16. Typical stimulated disruption caused by application
of a large ( 2 , l ) RMP. Note that mode penetration occurs at
t = 118 ms, but that the disruption does not occur until
t = 137 ms. The SXR 'oscillations' following mode penetration
are not believed to be sawteeth.
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3.4. Stimulated disruptions
It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the application of a
sufficiently large RMP coil current stimulates a disruption. A typical stimulated disruption is shown in
1.7 x 1019 mV3and
Fig. 16 for a discharge with E,
q+ 4.5. Mode penetration occurs at t
118 ms,
137 ms.
but the disruption does not begin until t
No extended precursor MHD activity, such as that
which normally precedes a density limit disruption,
is evident before the stimulated disruption.
The observed variation of the stimulated disruption
threshold with q$ can be modelled by assuming that
the disruption is triggered when the ratio of the
induced island width to the distance between the q = 2
radius and the limiter reaches a critical value given by
W / ( a- I,)
0.70. This empirical disruption threshold,
calculated assuming vacuum behaviour of tearing
eigenfunctions external to the rational surface and a
vacuum q-profile, is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen
to be in fairly good agreement with the data, except
when the disruption threshold is predicted to lie below
the penetration threshold. The data shown in Fig. 4
suggest that under these circumstances the disruption
threshold becomes identical with the penetration threshold, indicating that the production of a large stationary
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island is a prerequisite for this type of disruption.
It is clear from the form of our empirical disruption
threshold that contact between the m = 2 island and
the limiter is not the trigger mechanism for stimulated
disruptions, but the actual mechanism (e.g. contact
between the induced (2,l) and (3,l) islands) has not
been positively identified.
As q+ is reduced at fixed plasma density, we
observe a gradual change in the nature of stimulated
disruptions, from soft disruptions at higher edge-q,
which only reduce the plasma current by about 10 %,
to major (or hard) disruptions at lower edge-q, which
result in a complete current quench. (N.B. These
results relate to RMP currents which are just sufficient
to cause stimulated disruptions.) The edge-q where
the transition from soft to hard disruptions occurs
increases with density. For the discharges studied in
1.25 x lOI9 m-3) the transition from soft
Fig. 4 (E,
to hard disruptions appears to be coincident with the
cross-over point of our empirical disruption threshold
and the mode penetration threshold. At fixed edge-q,
increasingly hard disruptions occur as the applied RMP
field is suddenly raised further and further above the
disruption threshold. We conjecture that stimulated
hard disruptions occur in COMPASS-C RMP experiments when the edge-q and density are such as to
cause the plasma rotation to suppress the formation of
stationary islands until their size, when they appear,
significantly exceeds the disruption threshold.

=
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higher line averaged density (2,
5.2 X 1019m-3)
than would otherwise be the case (ne 4.4 X 1019mm3).
It can also be seen that the m = 2 activity is not
affected by the RMP field, except just before the
disruption, where the strong asymmetric distortions
to the do wave form are the expected result of the electromagnetic locking torque acting between the applied
RMP field and the large natural island (WJa
20%).
At the disruption, the final instability growth is
enhanced in the presence of an RMP field - an effect
which may be related to the larger free energy available following the temporary suppression of the disruption. With the RMP switched on, there are some
indications of a change in the edge recycling (see Section 3.1.8). For instance, there is an increased rate of
rise of E, for the same gas feed rate and an increase in
the H, emission. Since edge recycling is known to be
closely linked with the density limit [28], we conjecture that the change in edge recycling is responsible
for the improved density limit. The exact mechanism
by which the RMP changes the edge recycling is not
clear. An RMP induced kink distortion to the outer
flux surfaces (see Section 3.1.9) could perhaps alter
the limiter interaction with the plasma. Alternatively,
moderate to high mode number components of the
RMP field resonant close to the edge of the plasma
could penetrate and form stationary islands. It should
be noted in this context that the probable loss of the
poloidal flow damping enhancement to the mode
penetration threshold (see Section A.4), due to the
comparatively low ion temperatures close to the edge
of the plasma, could significantly reduce the threshold.
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FIG. 17. Extension to the densiy limit disruption threshold due to
the application of a ( 2 , l ) RMP, illustrated by a comparison of two
'identical' discharges, one with an m = 2, n = I RMP applied,
and one without an RMP applied.

3.5. RMP effects on density limit disruptions
Studies of the effect of RMP fields on the density
limit have been performed using ( l , l ) , (2,1), (3,2) and
(4,2) perturbations. Part-way through these experiments the wall conditions were altered by the introduction of a boronized layer. In the pre-boronization
experiments, (2,l) RMP fields were observed to produce a marked increase in the density limit for 3 5
q+ 5 4.5, whereas (1,l) and (3,2) RMP fields had
no observable effect. After boronization, anomalously
large (2,l) modes occasionally occurred in discharges
which were far from the normal density limit (Fig. 15
shows a typical example), giving rise to premature disruptive behaviour. In such discharges, application of
(3,2) RMP fields permitted non-disruptive operation at
slightly higher densities.
Figure 17 presents two contrasting pre-boronization
density limit discharges (q$ 4.3), one with and one
without an applied (2,l) RMP field. The two discharges
are otherwise identical. It can be seen that the application of the RMP prolongs the discharge, permitting a

-
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3.6. Effect of non-(2,1) RMP configurations
We have studied the effect of applying RMPs with
dominant harmonics other than m = 2, n = 1 on
MHD activity.
The (3,2) RMP configuration induces mode penetration in much the same manner as the (2,l) configuration, but typically only at perturbed edge field levels
two to three times the critical (2,l) level. This is
explicable partly as a range effect (because q = 312
is further away from the plasma edge than q = 2,
and the m = 3 perturbation decays more rapidly with
radius than the m = 2 perturbation), and partly as
a manifestation of the greater intrinsic stability of
the (3,2) mode compared to the (2,l) mode (because
< A[2,1,,see Eq. (A.29)). The occasional generation of slowly rotating (about 1 kHz) (2,l) islands
following (3,2) mode penetration constitutes indirect
NUCLEAR FUSION, Vo1.32, No.12 (1992)
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stability parameter AA. Equation (A.4) implies that,
under such circumstances, only a negligible amount of
reconnection can be driven at the q = 1 surface via an
external (1,l) RMP. This in turn implies that virtually
no electromagnetic torque can be generated at the
q = 1 surface by the RMP field. Hence, the observed
absence of any direct interaction of the (1,l) RMP
with the plasma is not particularly surprising.
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FIG 18 Mode penerration data due to application of a
predominantly (3,2) RMP The SXR data indicate only a weak
change in central confinement during mode penetration, but there
is a marked change in the impurity ion toroidal velocity

evidence for RMP induced current profile changes
affecting plasma stability.
A typical (3,2) RMP discharge is shown in Fig. 18
(Z, = 95 U, B, = 0.75 T, q+ 3). It is observed
that sawteeth are not suppressed by (3,2) RMP fields
and also that there is only a relatively small change in
energy confinement following (3,2) mode penetration.
As the RMP current is turned off, a rapidly decaying
m = 3 mode is occasionally observed spinning up.
The fast decay of externally induced (3,2) islands
during spin-up compared to (2,l) islands is probably
again due to the greater intrinsic stability of n = 2
modes with respect to n = 1 modes. Results for
predominantly (4,2) RMP configurations are broadly
similar to those for (3,2) configurations.
The application of a (1,l) RMP was found to have
no observable effect on the sawtooth oscillation. At
high (1,l) perturbation levels (up to three times those
required for (2,l) mode penetration), disruptions were
stimulated for q+ 5 3. These disruptions, induced by
the (1,l) RMP, occur at perturbed field levels close to
the estimated stimulated disruption threshold for the
m = 2 toroidally coupled sideband of the m = 1 RMP.
We conjecture that the disruptions stimulated by the
(1,l) RMP are actually due to the interaction of the
(2,l) toroidally coupled sideband with the plasma.
Since these (1,l) RMP results are for q$ 5 3, we
would expect (as is observed) that mode penetration
leads directly to a stimulated disruption (see Fig. 4).
As discussed in Section 3.1.6, the m = 1 mode in
tokamaks is special because it generally lies close to
0),
the ideal marginal stability threshold (i.e. llA6a
and its stability is not directly related to the tearing
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4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Experimental results from the COMPASS-C tokamak
using externally applied static RMP fields reveal a
sharp threshold field strength above which large
stationary magnetic islands are induced. The sudden
appearance of these islands is termed 'mode penetration'. At penetration, for an m = 2, n = 1 RMP,
there is generally a strong confinement degradation,
a suppression of sawteeth and a large change in the
impurity ion toroidal rotation velocity.
Our observations are consistent with a phenomenological MHD model, outlined in Appendix A, which
predicts that a rotating plasma will resist externally
induced magnetic tearing until the applied RMP field
strength exceeds a critical threshold. The model threshold is based on the requirements of force balance for a
state in which only the plasma velocity in the immediate vicinity of the induced island is initially modified.
The model does not address the dynamics of mode
penetration; however, an enhanced model which deals
with this area is currently under development [9]. A
model for the plasma flow dynamics has also been
developed which accounts for the existence of hysteresis
in the penetrationiunlocking process (see Section 3.2.6),
and the behaviour of the impurity ion toroidal velocity
during both the penetrated and spin-up phases (see
Sections 3.1.5 and 3.2.5).
Mode penetration has also been observed for applied
n = 2 (m = 3 and 4) RMPs (see Section 3.6).
However, compared to the (2,l) RMP results, there
is a far smaller degradation in confinement and little
effect on sawteeth during the penetrated phase.
In all non-disruptive discharges in which mode
penetration occurs, there is an associated spin-up event
as the RMP is switched off. This event is interpreted as
follows. The induced island first unlocks from the RMP
field, as the electromagnetic locking torque becomes
insufficient to balance the viscous torque acting on the
island owing to the plasma, and then spins up under
the influence of the latter torque. Simultaneously, the
island decays away on a resistive time-scale, since it is
2109
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no longer driven by the RMP field. The form of the
island decay following unlocking is consistent with an
offset linear variation of the intrinsic tearing stability
index AE, with island width. The rate of island decay
enables the local resistive time-scale to be estimated
(see Section 3.2.4). The momentum confinement timescale may be estimated from the rate of island spin-up
(see Section 3.2.5).
In many discharges, application of a (2,l) RMP
field, which is well below that required for penetration, leads to stabilization of the natural rotating
m = 2, n = 1 mode. The interpretation of this
effect falls into two categories. At low density
(Z, s loi9m-3) the mode stabilization is well correlated with a frequency reduction of about 2 kHz. This
frequency reduction arises from the electromagnetic
locking torque acting on the island. As discussed in
Appendix B, the shear in the perturbed velocity field
associated with the frequency shift has a stabilizing
effect on the mode. At higher densities (E,
2
x loi9m-3), large amplitude rotating m = 2, n = 1
modes occasionally occur. Such modes are stabilized
by application of a (2,l) RMP, but there is no correlation with any change in the mode frequency. In fact,
in these cases the natural m = 2 islands are usually
too large for the MHD based mechanism discussed in
Appendix B to be effective. Instead, the stabilization is
interpreted as arising from transport induced modifications to the current profile (see Section 3.3).
Application of (2,l) RMP fields has been used both
to stimulate and to control disruptions. A scan of the
edge-q at constant density suggests that the production
of a large stationary island is a necessary (but not
sufficient) condition for a stimulated disruption to
occur (see Section 3.4). Control of natural density
limit disruptions, with an approximately 15'36 increase
in the E, limit, was observed when (2,l) RMP fields
were applied to pre-boronized discharges with 3 s
q+ 5 4.5. In these cases, the improved density limit
is interpreted as a manifestation of the RMP induced
change in the edge recycling behaviour, possibly
caused by the production of moderate to high mode
number islands close to the edge of the plasma or
by a kink distortion to the outermost flux surfaces.
The perturbed edge field levels required to induce
mode penetration in COMPASS-C are extremely high
(br(*,,)/B+
z
owing to the comparatively small
dimensions of the device and the associated high MHD
mode rotation frequencies (f, 2 10 kHz). In larger
devices (e.g. DIII-D, JET) the threshold perturbation
level predicted by our model is much smaller (e.g.
In fact, in such devices error fields
br(~,ll/B+

-
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will play a role analogous to that of the deliberately
applied RMP fields in COMPASS-C. Error field
induced locked modes would manifest themselves as
essentially precursorless locked modes growing on a
resistive evolution time-scale. The appearance of such
modes should be strongly correlated with low plasma
density and low edge-q. Such modes are indeed
observed on DIII-D and JET [29, 301, at approximately the error field levels predicted by our model.
In summary, many of the seemingly diverse effects
observed in the COMPASS-C RMP experiments and in
previous experiments can be explained in terms of a
phenomenological model which combines standard
tearing mode electromagnetic theory with a viscous
single-fluid treatment of the plasma (see Appendix A).
This model allows the effects of error fields in future
large tokamaks (e.g. ITER [31]) to be assessed. For
example, for ITER parameters (assuming B, = 4.9 T,
Ip = 17 MA) we find a very low penetration threshold
(assuming Ohmic mode rotation) of br(2,11/B+2 x
This indicates that the limitation to the disruption free
operating space due to the formation of locked modes
at low density observed in DIII-D [29] is also likely to
occur in ITER. It should be noted, however, that if the
natural mode frequency is artificially increased
(e.g. by the application of unbalanced neutral beam
heating), then the error field penetration threshold is
also likely to be increased.

-

Appendix A
A PHENOMENOLOGICAL MODEL
OF MODE PENETRATION
A. 1, Preamble
In this appendix we describe a phenomenological
model of the penetration of a static RMP into a rotating tokamak plasma. Mode penetration is most easily
dealt with in cylindrical geometry. With the exception
of poloidal flow damping, which can have a profound
influence on the penetration threshold, toroidicity does
not introduce significant additional physics into the
problem. Later on (in Section A.4) we shall describe
how poloidal flow damping can be introduced into our
cylindrical model.

A.2. Magnetic reconnection driven by external RMPs
Consider a tearing stable, cylindrical plasma equilibrium. Suppose that a static (m, n ) RMP, resonant at
NUCLEAR FUSION, V01.32. N0.12 (1992)
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r, inside the plasma, is applied via helical field windings
external to the plasma. The perturbed magnetic field is
written b = V $ x l , where $ = $(r) ei(ms-n@’)is the
perturbed flux, satisfying the conventional cylindrical
tearing mode equation [32]. Here, t9 and q5 are the
poloidal and (simulated) toroidal angles, m and n are
the poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, and P is the
unit symmetry axis in cylindrical geometry. The simulated toroidal angle is defined as c$ = z/R, where z is
the distance along the 2 axis and R is the simulated
major radius.
It is convenient to split the perturbed flux eigenfunction $(r) into two separate components. The first component,
is the RMP eigenfunction in the presence
of a plasma which satisfies the ideal MHD constraint
($(rJ = 0). Note that $!(r < r,) = 0 , since the mode
rational surface acts like a perfectly conducting wall in
typically reaches a
an ideal plasma. The function
steady state in the time required for a shear AlfvCn
wave to traverse the discharge
s for most
tokamaks) [33]. Thus, for the purposes of our discussion,
is set up ‘instantaneously’ as soon as the
helical field windings are energized. In general, $;
(f
alar) is discontinuous at r,, implying the existence of a helical current sheet on the rational surface.
Finite island modifications to the RMP eigenfunction
are not as significant as those to the natural eigenfunction Go and are therefore neglected in the following.
The second component, $o, is the familiar tearing
mode eigenfunction, matched to vacuum boundary conditions at the plasma edge. In general, q0(r,) 9 is
non-zero, implying the presence of an island of width

=

=

current associated with both eigenfunctions, is
defined as

A resistive plasma will evolve towards a final steady
state in which there is zero sheet current in the vicinity
of the rational surface [24]. Such a state can be constructed by forming a linear combination of q0 and
such that A f = 0. This implies a final reconnected flux
at the rational surface
(A.4)
with an associated island width WO.Henceforth, we
shall refer to 9,as the ‘fully reconnected’ flux and to
WOas the ‘fully reconnected’ island width. According
to standard non-linear island theory [24], the natural
eigenfunction go can only evolve on a resistive timescale. Thus, the plasma can only attain its final, fully
reconnected state at a time of the order of (Wo/a)rR
after the RMP is switched on. Here, a is the plasma
minor radius and rR is the time-scale for the magnetic
field to diffuse a distance a .
Suppose that the plasma current is mostly concentrated inside the rational surface at r,, so that the
plasma outside the rational surface is vacuum-like (i.e.
it carries zero equilibrium current). This is a reasonable approximation if the rational surface lies towards
the edge of the discharge (rla z 0.6),as is usually the
case in (2,l) RMP experiments. Using this assumption,
we can write

2m
-A: (IV())r ,

(‘4.5)

and
at the mode rational surface. Here, B, is the toroidal
field strength, s = (rq’/q)rsis the magnetic shear at
the rational surface, q(r) is the usual safety factor
and q, = q(rs).Using the standard approximation, we
assume that Go is constant across the island region, but
that $6 is discontinuous at r,* = r, rt Wl2, again
implying the existence of helical current sheets in the
vicinity of the rational surface. It is convenient to
parametrize these sheet currents by the quantity

where [$$pis the net discontinuity in $6 in the
vicinity of the rational surface. A more generalized
quantity, A ‘ , which parametrizes the total sheet
NUCLEAR FUSION, ~01.32,NO.12 (1992)

Here, \k, is the flux at the rational surface due to the
vacuum RMP eigenfunction and W, is the associated
vacuum island width. Note that the ratio of fully reconnected to vacuum island widths is unity when AA( Wo)r,=
-2 m, which is only likely to be the case if the current
profile is completely relaxed (i.e. j ‘ = 0) or the poloidal
mode number is very high. Both these situations can
be expected to be maximally stable to tearing modes.
In typical tokamak discharges the non-zero current
gradients inside the rational surface destabilize low
mode number tearing modes to some extent, giving
-Ah(Wo)r, > 2 m. It follows from Eqs (A.5) and
2111
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(A.6) that under these circumstances the plasma will
tend to amplify any low mode number perturbations
which penetrate into it [34, 351 (i.e. the fully reconnected island will be larger than the vacuum island).
This effect becomes more pronounced as -Ah(Wo)r,
becomes small. Equation (A.6) is, of course, an
implicit equation for WOowing to the variation of AA
with island width. It is easily demonstrated that a
unique solution with AA (WO)< 0 always exists,
provided that AA is a monotonic decreasing function
of the island width.

A.3. Suppression of driven magnetic reconnection
by plasma rotation
A. 3.1. Introduction

It is clear from the above that the preferred
response of a resistive plasma to an externally applied,
static RMP is the formation of a fully reconnected,
stationary island on a resistive time-scale. We now
outline how plasma rotation can, under certain circumstances, prevent the ‘penetration’ of an RMP (i.e.
formation of a stationary island), in effect forcing the
plasma to respond ideally to the applied perturbation.
The experimental data obtained from the COMPASS-C
tokamak indicate that mode penetration is characterized
by the complete absence of any rotating precursor, in
marked contrast to conventional ‘mode locking’ [lo].
Any rotating Mirnov activity which is present before
the application of the RMP appears to be stabilized via
the MHD mechanism (discussed in Appendix B) before
the onset of mode penetration.
In the following, we develop a simple model of
mode penetration. It turns out that there are two distinct contributions to the penetration threshold. The
first is associated with plasma viscosit;v and the second
with plasma inertia. These contributions are initially
evaluated separately, but then they are combined to
give a general threshold (Section A.5).
Let us suppose that mode penetration takes place in
two stages. In the first stage, only the plasma velocity
in the immediate vicinity of the rational surface is
modified as the stationary island forms. In the second
stage, the velocity profile relaxes across the whole
plasma cross-section under the influence of viscosity.
The effects of viscosity and inertia on the island during
the first stage are far larger than those during the
second stage because of the higher velocity shears in
the vicinity of the rational surface, and are assumed to
be the controlling factors which determine whether or
not mode penetration occurs. In principle, a complete
2112

description of the first stage of mode penetration
involves the solution of a very complicated dynamic
problem in which the island evolves under the influence
of time dependent viscous, inertial and electromagnetic
forces. We propose, however, that an approximate
penetration threshold can be obtained via a far less
complicated approach. We suggest that the occurrence
of mode penetration is solely dependent on the existence
of a quasi-steady stationary island state in which only
the plasma in the vicinity of the island is brought to
rest (i.e. the velocity scalelength in the vicinity of the
rational surface is O(w>).This model has the advantage
that it gives rise to relatively simple expressions for
the penetration threshold, and the disadvantage that it
sheds no light on the dynamics of the first stage of
mode penetration. The dynamics of mode penetration
is currently under investigation [9].
A . 3.2. The viscous penetration threshold

In a viscous, rotating plasma the phase shift of the
induced stationary island with respect to the RMP field
( A p , say) is, in general, non-zero. In the presence of a
finite phase shift, the driven Rutherford island equation
takes the form

(A.7)

-

where the fully reconnected island width WOnow satisfies Eq. (A.6), with Ah(Wo) A,#+’).It follows that
in a quasi-steady state

The electromagnetic locking torque which develops in
the island region takes the form
f6EM

Ira+rSB,.Sjd rdr

where use has been made of the usual vacuum approximation outside the rational surface.
The viscous force acting on the island is evaluated
using a variant of the single-fluid model outlined in
Section 3.1.5. Thus, for a non-poloidally flow damped
plasma the poloidal component of the single-fluid
equation of angular motion is written
NUCLEAR FUSION, Vo1.32, No.12 (1992)
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where An8 is the poloidal angular velocity shift. The
velocity shift at the rational surface is related to the
island frequency shift via

mAQs(rs) = 2 r ( d - . f s )

(A. 11)

The viscous torque acting on a stationary (f= 0)
island during the first stage of mode penetration is
given by

to a viscous torque which cannot be balanced by the
electromagnetic locking torque. The driven island
width W,,, = 0.8801 WOat this point is the minimum
which can be achieved in a quasi-steady state. Likewise, the phase shift Apmax = 39.2” is the maximum
achievable one in a quasi-steady state. According to
our model, the critical value of the normalized viscous
torque above which it is impossible to maintain a
quasi-steady state island (i.e. F = 0.431) is the value
required to prevent mode penetration. Thus, our model
viscous penetration criterion takes the form
(Mb)crit
WO
2-

a

U

(A. 14)
(A. 12)
since the velocity scalelength in the vicinity of the
rational surface is O(w).
Torque balance (i.e. fsEM + fsy = 0) plus Eqs (A.8)
and (A. 11) yield the following condition for the existence of a quasi-steady state during the first stage of
mode penetration:

=

(cos Ap)3/2sin AV
(A. 13)

where rH = R JCloP(r,)lBmis the local hydromagnetic
time-scale and 7, = a21v, (rs)is the so-called viscosity
time-scale.
The parameter F is essentially the viscous torque
normalized with respect to the electromagnetic locking
torque. For F < (3/5)3’4(2/5)1’2= 0.431, there are
two solutions to the above equation. The first
(AV < cos-’
= 39.2’) is stable, and the second
(Ap > 39.2’) is unstable. As the normalized viscous
torque (i.e. F ) is gradually increased from zero, the
stable phase shift increases monotonically from zero
and the corresponding quasi-steady island width
decreases monotonically from WO(i.e. the island
‘partially reconnects’), whilst the unstable phase shift
decreases monotonically from a/2. Eventually, a critical point (i.e. F = 0.431) is reached at which the two
solutions coalesce and any further increase in F leads

m
5
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The above threshold has been derived under the
assumption that only the plasma in the immediate
vicinity of the induced island is brought to rest during
the crucial first stage of penetration. The relaxation of
the velocity profile during the second stage of mode
penetration will tend to increase the velocity scalelength in the vicinity of the island and so reduce the
viscous torque. It follows that our simple model
predicts a hysteresis effect; i.e. once penetration has
occurred and the velocity profile has had sufficient
time to relax, the RMP amplitude must be reduced
significantly below the critical value for penetration in
order to remove the stationary island from the plasma.
A contemporaneous study of the viscous suppression
of forced reconnection in rotating plasmas has reached
conclusions which are consistent with the above [36].
A. 3.3. The inertial penetration threshold

The influence of inertia on mode penetration is
slightly more subtle than that of viscosity. Consider
what happens when a stationary island is driven in a
tearing stable, rotating plasma. During the crucial first
stage of penetration, the velocity shift profile AV of
our phenomenological single fluid is strongly sheared
in the vicinity of the island. In a quasi-steady state the
advective inertia associated with this sheared velocity
field, ~ ( A v V. ) A v , must be balanced by electromagnetic forces. This is achieved via a perturbed
perpendicular polarization current of the form

j,,

= -B2
P( A v . V ) A v

A

B

(A.15)
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Note that we are able to write the perturbed advective
inertia in terms of a phenomenological single-fluid
velocity which is almost certainly not identical with the
ion fluid velocity because it is only the shear in the
perturbed ion fluid velocity which ultimately matters.
As is discussed in Section 3.1.5, we assume that
velocity shifts AV in our phenomenological fluid give
rise to approximately equal shifts in the ion fluid
velocity, i.e. the shear in the perturbed ion fluid
velocity is the same as the shear in AV.
Quasi-neutrality requires that V . j = 0, so we can
write

Vlljll inertia + VI &I = 0

(A. 16)

where jl, inertla is the additional perturbed parallel current
due to inertial effects. The parallel and perpendicular
gradient operators can be crudely approximated as

(A.21)
where C is a numerical constant. In Ref. [37] it is
demonstrated that C = -1210.4. Thus, the inertial
contribution to the Rutherford island equation is
stabilizing.
We conclude that during the first stage of penetration the strongly sheared velocity shift profile in the
vicinity of the rational surface has a stabilizing effect
on the induced island, causing it to only partially reconnect (Le. W < WO).It can easily be demonstrated that
there is a critical value of the inertial stabilization term
in Eq. (A.21) above which no quasi-steady solutions
exist, and that the final quasi-steady state is characterized by W = 0.5774W0. In accordance with our
model, we identify this critical value of the inertia as
the value required to prevent mode penetration. Thus,
our inertial penetration criterion takes the form

(A. 17)

1 i,’o
> -(Ivo )

cri t

U

U

since the velocity scalelength in the vicinity of the
rational surface is assumed to be O(W). Equations
(A.15) and (A.16) yield
(A. 22)
(A. 18)
If the plasma flow is not strongly poloidally damped,
we can write

I(Av*V)AvlN mr,AR;(r,)

rS

N

-(2~f,)’
in

(A. 19)
From the definition of A’, from Maxwell’s equations
and from Eqs (A.2)-(A.4), the quasi-steady Rutherford
island equation takes the form

(A.20)
Making use of Eqs (A.18) and (A.19), and writing
:;5 ~ I inertladr
I
W ~ inenla,
I I the above equation reduces to

-

21 14

Previous numerical studies of the inertial suppression of forced reconnection in rotating plasmas have
reached conclusions consistent with the above [38-401.
Strongly sheared flows, such as those occurring during
the first stage of mode penetration, are always found
to be stabilizing [38], whereas weakly sheared flows
can be destabilizing [39].

A.4. Poloidal flow damping
A study of the slowing down of large rotating magnetic islands in JET due to eddy currents induced in
the resistive vacuum vessel suggests that the change in
plasma rotation is almost entirely toroidal in nature [101.
This effect is due to strong poloidal flow damping,
arising in a toroidally confined plasma, which rapidly
damps out any perturbed poloidal flow [4 11. Although
the mode penetration theory outlined above is intrinsically cylindrical, poloidal flow damping can be incorporated as follows.
There are three basic effects which must be taken
into account when transforming from a freely rotating
system to a poloidally damped system. Firstly, the
toroidal component of the electromagnetic locking
NUCLEAR FUSION, Vo1.32, No.12 (1992)
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force is a factor (r/qR), smaller than the poloidal
component. Secondly, a given change in the mode frequency corresponds to a far larger (by a factor (qR/r)rs)
change in the plasma velocity in a poloidally damped
system than in a freely rotating one. Finally, in a
poloidally damped system the advective inertial force
acting on a stationary island during the first stage of
mode penetration is of the order of

R

I(AV.V)AV(

-

WO

[

0.5771 1 + 1.495(,,
1 + <U

]
(A.27)

where
(U

1 7 ~ 4 c $ ( r , )N - ( 2 ~ f ~ ) ~

-

lv~n=
M’min
-

= C3s3(C)- 1

(A.28)

n

(A.23)
which is a factor of (qR/r), larger than the corresponding inertial force in a freely rotating system
(see Eq. (A.19)).
A S . Criterion for mode penetration
After some manipulation, using the previous results
and the analysis of Ref. [37], our model mode penetration criterion reduces to

Note that inertial effects are never entirely negligible,
even in the high viscosity limit, B 1, because of
viscously induced circulatory flows inside the island
separatrix (see Ref. [37]). This accounts for the fact
that Eq. (A.24) does not quite asymptote to Eq. (A.14)
in the limit f
QO.
Making use of the usual vacuum cylindrical approximation for the region of the plasma lying outside the
mode rational surface, Eq. (A.24) implies a critical
vacuum radial RMP field strength at the edge of the
plasma ( r = a ) for penetration, given by

-

(Ij’o )
2n
14’0

rri t

U

(A.24)
where

(A.29)
where E = r/R. The expected relative increase in the
perturbed edge radial field at mode penetration is

(A.25)

and

(A. 30)
Note that in Eqs (A.24) to (A.30)

for poloidal rotation
for toroidal rotation
(A.26)

c

In the limit Q 1, inertial effects are dominant,
whereas viscous effects are dominant in the limit f + 1.
For realistic tokamak plasma parameters, viscosity
tends to be the more important of the two effects.
The following formulas for the critical fraction of
reconnection and for the island phase shift with respect
to the vacuum island during the first stage of penetration are both accurate to within a few per cent:
NUCLEAR FUSION, Vo1.32, No.12 (1992)

If AA(W> is not constant, then Eqs (A.24)-(A.30)
become implicit for
and can only be solved by
iterative techniques. If AA is a monotonically decreasing function of W , then it is easily demonstrated that a
unique solution exists.
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Appendix B
THE STABILIZATION OF
ROTATING MHD ACTIVITY
The interaction of a moderate amplitude static RMP
field with a saturated rotating magnetic island gives
rise to two main effects. Firstly, the average rotation
frequency of the island is slightly reduced and,
secondly, the island rotation becomes slightly nonuniform. Both of these effects can have a stabilizing
influence on the natural mode, the first because of the
velocity shear associated with the frequency shift and
the second because the non-uniformly rotating island
actually spends slightly more time in the stabilizing
phase of the RMP field than in the destabilizing phase.
In the following, we outline a rather simplistic model
of the velocity shear stabilization mechanism.
Analysis of Sections A.3.3 and A.4 suggests that an
RMP induced island frequency shift Af gives rise to a
stabilizing term in the Rutherford island equation of
the form

where it is assumed that the perturbed velocity scalelength is of the order of the minor radius owing to the
effect of plasma viscosity. Equation (B. 1) implies an
approximate criterion for significant MHD mode stabilization, given by

(B.2)
where W, is the initial saturated island width. Now, the
RMP induced frequency shift Af is unlikely to exceed
the initial mode frequency f,. In fact, once the island is
brought to rest, any further increase in the RMP field
strength is likely to lead to an increased island width
via direct driving from the RMP. It follows that for a
given mode frequency f, there is a maximum saturated
island width which can be effectively stabilized. From
Eq. (B.2), this critical island width is given by

According to our model, if W, 4 (W&, then the
application of a ramped RMP field leads to mode
2116

stabilization, eventually followed by mode penetration.
If W, z (W,),,,,, then the application of a ramped RMP
field leads to conventional mode locking, with little
effect on the mode amplitude. These conclusions have
been confirmed by numerical resistive MHD simulations which exhibit a stabilizing effect for smaller
islands and mode locking at virtually constant island
amplitude for larger islands. Thus, both analytic theory
and numerical simulations suggest that relatively low
amplitude saturated, rotating islands can be stabilized
by the application of static RMP fields. The stabilization effect is associated with a downward frequency
shift of the mode.
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